Abstract

The recent trend of BigData in Healthcare is overpowering and necessity increasing rapidly because of its data type diversity in addition to its volume, managing speed and leads to improving care even at the lowest cost. Cancer prevails as a challenging issue because of its different mutations. Identification of the each tumor's root for mutations and mapping of their evolution of genetics that leads to growth in the conflict against the cancer disease, "GenomeAnalysis "plays an important role. In order to accumulate and categorize the enormous revenue of information from genome analysis, research field coalesced with a data Platform ApacheHadoop supporting parallelization, composability for extremely huge upsurge in activity of sequencing data. By aggregating all aids of BigData Analytics Tools and EHR, this proposal presents a study about how to incorporate the Hadoop Tool integrated with GATK(Genome Analysis Tool Kit) through MapReduce to map cancer genomic data problems with the conscious of financially low cost and high speed of accessing data.
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